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Convenience at your fingertips
• CAPTURE INFORMATION TO CREATE NEW DONORS

• KNOW WHICH VOLUNTEERS ARE PRESENT AND 
 WHERE THEY CHECKED IN

• SECURE CHILDREN WITH NAME BADGES

• TRACK ATTENDANCE AND PROGRESS 

Kiosk Check-In makes crowd management easy! 
Schedule your large (or small) event and set up 
kiosks for participants, volunteers and sta� to 
check in. Know who is on premise and why they 
are there.  Make it fast with as many kiosks as 
you need to handle the event participants.
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CAPTURE NEWCOMER INFORMATION
The Kiosk provides an easy touch screen to capture 
information on community members and new participants.  
If the participant is new, the information is automatically fed 
to the ProNPO system as a lead or contact.  Once captured, 
the community can reach out to the newcomers and nurture 
them into additional participation/contributions.
  
KNOW WHO IS ATTENDING
Track the participation of volunteers and whether they are 
on premise as planned. Trends of volunteering and other 
types of participation can be discovered so that appropriate 
plans for the next event are easily created.

SECURE CHILDREN
When children are involved, your organization needs to 
know who can and cannot have access to the child. The 
kiosk system of ProNPO can track families, including 
extended families. The system can print labels that identify 
the child, any limitations (like allergies), and which 
room/event they are assigned to. An additional label is 
printed that allows the appropriate person to pick up the 
child from the event.

INFORMATION SECURITY
Standard Acumatica instances are secured with two-factor 
authentication per User, complex passwords, role security, 
and restriction groups to only allow the appropriate people 
to access or view data. Credit card information is encrypted 
within the PCI compliant database (SaaS installations). 
ProNPO can also provide full audit trails to know exactly 
when transactions were made and who made them.
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The kiosk system
is especially 

appropriate when 
ProNPO is applied

to a church 
organization.


